
Providing cost reduction solutions through energy

management using better technology

GET Solutions provide independent professional advice and complete
energy solutions.

GET Solutions enables customers make the right decision at the right
time to deliver large cost savings to meet today’s environmental
challenges.

GET Solutions take a holistic approach to energy requirements,
reviewing procurement processes, analyzing consumption and
identifying areas for improvement in line with the Irish Government
and Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) guidance.



Clients

Up to
Savings 80%

LED Lighting
Improve the ambience of setting with superior quality lighting, while saving up to
60% - 80% on running costs, plus reduce maintenance expenditure.

SEAI grants available from 27% to 30%

The SME Lighting Support Scheme offers a grant of up to 30% of the eligible approved costs of 
upgrading existing lighting

Eligible costs include product and installation costs. For a full list of eligible costs, please 
see the Application Guide

The grant is for the replacement of existing fittings, not fitting out a new site, and the existing 
lighting must be in working order at the time of application

What we expect
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High quality
LED lighting

2

No capital
investment

required
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Reduced
energy usage
(up to 80%)
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Reduced
maintenance
expenditure
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Low risk
reduction of

operational costs

6

Funding
options

available
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Business Solutions for Clondalkin Newsagency

GET Solutions uses LED lighting that has a five year warranty and covers 50,000 hours per bulb. Charlie stresses

it is vital to only use proven manufacturers. ‘Fly by night manufacturers cost more in the short and long term.’

As Joe looks to pay for his investment in just 16 months, he is also looking forward to reaping the savings after

that point – in the region of €7000 per year.

‘As a businessman this project is a no brainer,’ says Joe. ‘Working with GET Solutions has meant it is a smooth

transfer.’

In addition, Joe has placed the responsibility for renewing his contract with his utility provider with GET 

Solutions.

‘It is easy to fall out of lease and suddenly find your costs have increased by more than a third. This way, GET

Solutions has my back and I am secure that I will continue to source the best priced energy for my needs.’
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Straffan Mace takes on new lights

“ The switchover was painless and the team 
left the place immaculate. It actually costs 
me less money to run the lights each month 
with the loan. ”

By - Michael O’Rafferty Manager Mace, Straffan.
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Spar in Portmarnock

Spar in Portmarnock, has slashed its energy bill by 20% in a simple lighting equipment swap. 
Michael Doyle, owner with more than thirty years’ experience in the retail trade, wanted to reduce 
his overheads. They did a most professional job and only the quality of new lighting highlighted the 
change.
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McGuire’s Daybreak

Arthur did not expect the change in 
lighting. ‘Customers really like the
new lighting. For example, the back wall 
consists of the dairy wall fridge where 
our dairy produce is displayed. The new 
lighting draws the customers in and we 
have seen sales improve there as a 
result.’

Overall Arthur is delighted with the 
savings and the lighting. ‘We always 
want to do our best here
and the new lighting really reflects 
that,’ he says ends.
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Funding Options (Linked Finance)
Linked Finance & Get Solutions maintain an extensive range of relationships with key partners including the SEAI, utility 
companies, software suppliers, energy contractors and trades people.
These relationships mean that GET Solutions can provide a fully-managed, end-to-end service that is tailored to each 
individual client based on the exact nature of the project.

It’s a winning combination and GET Solutions regularly help clients to achieve savings in the region of 20% to 30%. That’s no
mean feat considering that energy is often cited as the second highest cost for SMEs after wages and salaries. Some of the 
more complex projects that GET Solutions manage require significant upfront costs and clients regularly found it difficult to
raise the capital required. Get Solutions  wanted to find a flexible financing partner that could provide his clients with the 
funds needed.

Having used the Linked Finance platform in the past for his other business JV Communications, Charlie knew that Linked 
Finance could provide the fast, affordable and hassle-free finance that his clients required. Taking advantage of Linked 
Finance’s partner programme, GET Solutions can now help its clients to quickly raise the funding required to begin energy 
projects; unlocking the savings that Charlie and his team deliver.

Applications are easy, credit decisions are quick and GET Solutions’ clients can access loans of up to €300,000 in just 24 hours; 
meaning that they can spread upfront costs across manageable monthly repayments and forge ahead with their plans for a 
more efficient energy future.
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Funding Options
Our funding partner, United Rentals Limited, offers structured financial solutions for energy efficient products 
to business customers.

Lease agreements allow approved customers the opportunity to make use of the technology without having to 
outlay the capex to acquire the technology.

Lease payments are structured to provide customers with a net savings benefit from month one, thereby 
eliminating lengthy payback periods before the savings benefits are received by the customer.

Benefits to customers:
• No initial large cash outlay (Capex). Cash reserves can be utilised for business growth or working capital.
• SEAI grant received can be utilised for working capital.
• Flexible tailor made lease payments provide customers with a net savings benefit from month one.



one solution for all energy needs

Contact Us
GET Solutions Ireland
Unit A2
M4 Business Park
Celbridge
Co.Kildare
Ireland

Tel. +353 16275466
Email. charlie.grendon@getsolutions.ie
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